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FROM PERSON TO
TRANSPERSON-CENTREDNESS:
A FUTURE TREND?
Rich ard Brvant-J efferies
The essential idea behind the Person Centred Approach (PCA) is a belief that all organisms
are evolving; that given appropriate condirions they can grow to realise fuller potential. Rogers
suggests that we each have a tendency, latent or realised, towards growth - a/ornl ative tendency.

For Rogers, this formative tendency was not Iimited to human beings, it extended to all living
folms from crystals to . . , , well, perhaps even the cosmos itself? His vision fills me with a sense
of being a panicipant in a vast, living process of r,rntbldment, carrying us all God knows where.
We might equally think of this tendency as an evolutionary impulse, a force that operates
throughout creation to bring about some tbrm of fulfilment - a condition of wholeness.lt is
all-pervasive, transcendent and immaneDt, constantly urging movement in a growth-enhancing
direction.
Rogers highlights a belief

that there is one central source of energy in the human organism; that it is a
trustwonhy function of the whole organism rather than of some portion of it;
and that it is perhaps best conceptualised as a tendency toward fulfilment,
towards actualisation, nor only toward the maintenance but also toward the
enhancement of the organism.'
This "actualising tendency" €nables an individual to move from where they are psychologically towards a state in which they realise greater freedorir tiom the conditioning effects of past
experience. Just how it operates is a mystery. We are left to wonder whether it has its roots in
the physical organism itself, \dhether it acts from more subtle realms of thought and feeling, or
whether it is actually innate in consciousness itself.
We are faced with the questions:

What do we mean by glowth in telms of the persor]-centred approach?
Where are we growing from?
What are we growing towards?
These are crucial questions and cause us to turn to the theoretical roots of person-centredness.
The whole theory is "growth-oriented" and rests firmly on the hypothesis that all organisms have

a growth potential. However this potential is distorted and blocked by how we react to our
experiences and how this, in turn, shapes our self-concept. The lendency to grow, to seek our
fullest potential as an effective and sensitive organism continues, but it takos us along a different
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growth curve. Rogers suggests that we build up "conditions of wonh," which encourage us to
establish a negative self-concept, conditioned by how others react to us. Negative conditions of
wofih evolve out of the put-downs of childhood and the lack of prizing from parents and
significant others which most of us have experienced, or the conditional praise often given to
children.

FACINC UP TO OUR CONDITIONALITY
PCA seeks to enable the individual to come to terms with the conditional self and io develop
in ways that free them from past conditioning. In terms of our organismic growth (or lack of
growth) w€ find that, as we face up to our conditions ofworth in a climate founded upon the core
conditions, we begin lo move towards the place where uncond itionaliry might have taken us. We
can never be sure of this, and it would be foolish to make dogmatic assertions in such areas of
great subjectiyity. The presence of the actualising tendency helps us to movo towards greater
wholeness. Conditionality means we take a less than direct route, and perhaps it will be a different
quality of wholeness that will result. I am reminded of chaos theory and of how small initial
changes can lead to large differences in outcome. Maybe it is not the form but the quality of our
wholeness that matters with common elements ofbeauty, harmony and integrity the key. Maybe
we should define wholeness less in terms of a state or condition, and more in terms of quality
anq presence.

Somehow, a re-integration of the feelings and though(s associated with conditioning in an
atmosphere of trust, realism and empathic understanding, enables a person to experience what
Rogers termed "moments of movement." Although these are hard to describe, they seem to be
moments of deep connectedness in which a triangle of open communication is tbrmed between
the client, the therapist and some particular teeling or thoughr. As a therapist in that moment I
feel an expansion within my being. I am reachiDg out, indeed, I am tempted to say I am reached
out to the client, as if something more real in me is at work. All barriers are down, a kind of unity
ensues. No longer blocked from an area ofexperience, a molnent of bolh intra- and inter-personal

communication occurs. The client is freed up to move on, no longer held back by past
conditioning. Such moments play a key role in the therapeutic process of becotttitrg a persoL
For me, they have a truly spiritual tone.
Where does this movement lead us? Rogers wrote of "the fully functioning person" - a way
of boing that is open to experienco, that exhibits behaviour appropriate to circumstances. The
individual is sensitive to his whole organism and is able to trust its promptings. It denotes a
condition of integrity and of identitication with one's whole self. As Rogers wrote:

It appears that the person who is psychologically free moves in
of becoming a more fully functioning person.'

the direction

To be psychologically fiee is to be open to thc reality of human experience without being
limited by conditioning. It was Carl Rogers's belief that through the applicatioD of PCA in
therapy, psychological freedom coLrld be encouraged. For me, it carr be summed up as: fre grore
tov,ards a new way oJ being lhat frees us to o fuller etperience and expressiott of our orul
wholeness.

This is a very optimistic perspective and one that gives us hope. I would like to explore the
nature of the potential that we can discoler within us through the growth process and where the
actualising tendency might lead us. Could this be into realms beyond those of accepted
psychological growth? Ale there greater potentials thilt we can discoveI and actLralise that may
appear to act out of o$er dimensions of being, or of aspects of our nature that might be described
as soiritual? David Brazier asks:
45
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Are we to actualize oursolves as individuals or as parts of something greater
than ourselves?3
He then continues:

The spiritual implications of this question may be unsettling tbr many who
havo been at home in the person-centred approach fbr a long time, but they
were not entirely alien to Rogers himself who conceptualized the self-actualizing tendency as simply a special case of a "greater formative tendency at
work in the universe."

SOUL-CENTRED PSYCHOTOCY

I

would like, at this point, to introduce a different perspective that has been described as
Soul-centred psycltology. lt acknowledges our spirituality, and the idea that we have, at the core
of our psychological make-up, a Soul, a spiritual consciousness that transcends our normal
awareness yet which we can access, experience and draw on. lt can be thought of as embodying
qualities of love and compassion, existing in a state of wholeness that in somo way transcends
the individualistic nature. Human beings are seen as part oi an evo[rtionary process whose main
tbrust is the development and expansion of consciousness. The life process is about opening our
hearts and minds to our Soul nature and allowing its essential qualities to find expression in our

lives.
What force drives the growth and expansion of consciousness? ILtve? A q|ality of love that
is rooted not in personal likes, desires and attractions but which is more of a universal force that
bonds, unites and coheres. The Soul-centred perspective suggests that we are all subject to an
eyolulionary impulse that is driving us back to God. Each of us has within us God-like potential,
a certain God-like immanence providing us with a path of approach towards the more commonly
acknowledged transcending God.

I equate this God-like aspect with the Solrl, the nature of which is surely love. This is by no
means an idea special to any panicular school of thoughl: it lies at the core of spiritual traditions
around the world. For me, it is this crucial aspect of ourselves that holds the key to the basic
trustworthiness of the human organism that Rogers emphasises. I t'eel uncomfortable with the
word "organism" which seems too biological, carrying with it an implication that we are nothing
more than a physical body. I sense that Rogers, as his lit'e progressed, realised that the organism
was more, much more, than a biological entity. The passing over of his wife, Helen, had a deep
effect on him and the following passage highlights his openness to larger possibilities.
Imy experiences] made me much more open to the possibility of the continuation of the individual human spirit, something I had never before believed
possible. These experiences hrve lefi nre very rnuch interested in all types of
paranormal phenomena. They have quite changed my understanding of the
process of dying. I now consider it possible that each of us is a continuing
spiritual essence lasting over time, and occasionally incarnated in a human
body.

-

A challenging statement to the whole PCA movement, particularly from someone who had
previously sought to pioneer a strictly humanistic approach to psychotherapy.
Many have experienced a yearning for a deeper connection and for more meaningful relationships in which this inner, spiritual nature can be present. This union or "yoga" has been described
using a variety of images, such as: the spar-k retLrlning to the tlame, the water dloplet returning
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to the ocean. In the therapeutic rela(ionship we can create an environment that touches this
longing, creating a kind of re-membering of that which we know within us yet which we have
forgotten. Something very precious can be created, that reflects a quality ofbeing and wholeness
that transcends the normal round of separative and selfish reactions in daily life. Therapy is not
merely a tcchnique for overcoming blocks and problems but offers an opportunity for growth
beyond becoming a person. It offers the opponunity of Soul-centred living.

In reality we each have a good deal of cxperience that obstructs this kind of deeper contact.
Blocks have to be faced and worked through in a way that is appropriate for each individual.
There is a problem. Thc higher, spiritual component of the therapist has to be present in the
therapeutic alliance if the client is to find stimulation and encouragement to reach into this area
of his or her own being. When this is not present I would tentatively suggest that person-centredness can have a tendency to encourage self-centredness and to actually provide an obstnrction
to furlher growth. I have witnessed how the ideal of getting in touch with our own personal
feelings can lead people to put thcse first, as if they have some paramount irnpo ance over the
feelings of others. Is this not seltlshness, sanctioned by thelapy'l
FAI,S E

CONDITIONINC

I suggest that as well as being exposed to "negative conditioning", we are also aftected by
lalse conditioning, in the sense of being conditioned in ways that are at odds with our innel Soul
natures. Such false conditioning may appear and feel positive, for instance, to go out and be
successful, to strive for more material possessions and to get to the top. All very sound and
positive stuff, but is this what our spiritual natures demand of us? Where is the compassion and
the loving kindness? Where are the feelings of community? Where is the sensitivity to the needs
of others and to our own inner, aesthetic qualities? I think we need to widen the scope of
conditions of worth and to differentiate between negative and talse conditioning.
Perhaps we should dwell a little rnore on this distinction, Negative conditions of worrh provide
us with a secondary valuing system, distorting our self'-concept and af'fecting our functioning
capacity. We become unable to act freely and openly in the world. We lose our childlike wonder
and openness to every new experience. False conditioning provides an overlay that emphasises
competitiveness and selfishness, conrpounding the distoltion of negative conditioning. This may
then be exacerbatsd by Darwinian-like urges t'rom our organism to succeed and survive in a
hostile and threatcning world. Is all this an inevitable facet of the growth cycle'l

This, for me, is where it gets particularly challenging. To reach the spilitual component within
us we have to move through a phase of getting in touch with our humanuess, a humanness that
has been largely shaped through the talse, worldly conditioning that tells us we are separate
beings in an unconnected world. To be effective in such a world, we are told, rcquires us to be
centred in ourselves, with a dominlting, sep rative note enabling us to hold oul own power and
impose ourselves on circllrnstrnces itnd others.

I believe thilt the PCA c n enable people lo tnove throulLh negative conditions of u,orth and
false conditioning. My concern lies in wh€ther tirlse cor)ditioning is recogDised as a possible
block to growth and distinguished fi orn negative conditioning. I ibel sure that aclualisation holds
th€ promise of taking the individual through the barriers of false conditioning, thlough the stage
of "separative humanness," towards thal which transcends it. If we have within us a spiritual
core, then the actualising teDdency must rnove us in this direction. We should beware of setting
limits through our own mind-sets as tojust whele the actualising tendency can take us.
Some argue that the idea of person-centredness is only applicable in the therapeutic encounter
and not in the "real" world, that the two can be, nr ybe should be. kept separate, wilh rhe tller irpist
applying person-centredness to an encountcr in order to stirnulate growth. I l)clic\e thirt tl),s
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perspectivc is rooted in a false conditioning that denies the potential to grow beyond the therapy
room through the struggle of engaging with the world in a person-centred way. lt also suggests
a refusal to grow in such a way by the thcrapist. I do not believe you can throw a psychological
switch to tum PCA on and off. Either it is internalised into your being as a functioning person,

or it isn't.
SPIRITUALITY
Is there a higher level of humanness that transcends the therapeutic encounter and is unlimited
by the false concept ofseparation? Have human beings the capacity to move into a different mode
ofengaging with the world? Once rhe actualising tendency is triggered it is the responsibility of
the therapist to maintain a rvay o/ being with the client that can resonate with the client's higher
potential. If this is lost sight of, the client could become locked into a self-centred stage of
p€tson-ccDtteoness.
I do not think this is good enough or, indeed, whal Rogers would wish. I believe that he himself
lived this journey and it was only in larer years tlrur lre, too, began to break through into a more
transcending realm of hurnan interaction. Much of his work was rnodelled on lris earlier
experiences, and many of the papen that others h ve prese nted are based on Rogers earlierideas.

feel it represents only part of the jouruey lt needs to evolve lirrther. wririlg aboul the
"community-forming process," Rogers reterred to char acteristics of "transcendence, or spirituality." He goes on to say, "these are words that, in earlier years, I would never hrve used." His

I

language moved as a result of his experiences - no doubt, "moments of movement" - and clearly
Rogers towards the end of his lit'e was not the same man he was 50 years betbre. We need to be
empathic to his personal journey and the meanings and values that emerged for him.
ls there a level of human being rhat is of

a

diff'erent order to the human experience of everyday

living? In a reference to u poper of my own,5 David Bruzier comments concernrng group
relationshiDs:

We may even find that "at a deeper level" between us "rhere is a tlndamental
connectedness." This last assertion does seem to go beyond Carl Rogers."

But does it?

I

do not believe "fundamental connectedness" lo be beyond Carl Rogers.

Experiences in later life brought Carl Rogers
to the decree that he could write:

10

evolve his own understanding of consciousncss

I find definitely

appealing the vieu,s of Adhur Koestler thqt individual consciousness is but a fragment o[ a cosrnic consciousness . . '

I wonder if it is only when we open our helrts aDd minds to the possibility of connectedness,
and thereby open our conscioLrsness as well. th t we m y then experience it. Such an experience
I would certainly det:rrc as spiritutl.
Without a sense of spirituality, person cer)tredness could bccorne a partial rherapy, leading
clients into themselves, yel not acknowledging thc possibility ofenablrng lhem to approach their
Self, their true spiritual nature that is rooled in connectedDess and love The negative self-concepts are worked on, and resolved, but with whct are they replaced'l Maybe the result is a fully
functioning, biologiccl organism'? Whilst I acknowledge that is an achievement in itself, I suggest
we merely create a mechanisrn, a personality, through which something far more profound is
awaiting to find expression.
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Can the client, on experiencing acceptance and warmth towards this new, self-centred,
self-affirming self- concept, confront their achievement as a possible false conditioning and so
joumey on to discover something dceper? The spiritual aspect has not received enough attention
within the person-centred world and it needs addressing if PCA is to remain a vital force in the
human potential movement. If to be person-centred is to be open to experience and possibilities
then should there not be more openness to a deeper connectedness, that is more rooted in our
spiritual natures? Otherwise, we run the risk of becoming no more than f'ully-functioning
biological organisms. The fully functioning person is surely more than this?

l96l that as the individual "moves towards being open to all his experience"
balanced and realistic, behaviour which is appropriate to the survival and
enhancement of a highly social animal."o This sounds extremely biological to me. But by 1980
he was writing:
Rogers wrote in

be

"will be more

Our experiences in therapy and in groups, it is clear, involves the transcendent,
the indescribable, the spiritual. I am conpelled to believe that I, like many
others, have underestimated the importance of this mystical, spirrtual dimen
sron.

There must have been a movement, an expansion to embrace other possibilities during those

20 years. Clearly he now recognised the need to explore the spiritual component of human
experience. He was not alone among pioneering psychologists who pointed the way forward in
this direction. Jung suggested that:
We modems are faced with the necessity of rediscovering the Iife of the spirit;
we must experience it anew for ourselves. It is the only wly in which we can
break the spell that binds us to rhe cycle of biological events.'"

Roberto Assagioli, founder of Psychosynthesis, wrote:
[Human beings] can have the intuitive realisation of Itheir] cssential identity
with the supreme Reality. In the East it has been expressed as the rdentity
between the Atman and the Brahman. In the west some mystics have boldly
proclaimed the identity between [humankind] and God. Others have empha'
sised that life is One, that there is only one Life. tsut this does not mean that
[our] minds can grasp the wonder and mysteries of thc cosmic manifestation.
Only through a series of expansions of consciousness, only by reaching ever
higher states of awareness, may [we] gradually experience sorne of these
wondrous mysteries.

Of such transpersonal possibilities the most enlightened men nd women o[
all ages have given testimony, expressing them in basically the same way,
above.the differences and colourings due to individual and cultural conditionings.

"

I would therefore suggest the need for a change in mind-set towards PCA, a need to build upon
what we already have, by acknowledging that beyond persoD-centledness is sou]ething that might
be called "transperson-centredness." lt is a ratlrer awkwirrd description with too many syllables,
yet I think it captures where the vision needs to be more strongly directed. It requiles us to open
our hearts and minds to greater possibililies and potentialities, to face a challeuge that has been
succinctly described by David Spang)er as one in which people leed b discover ways
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. . . to utilise the energies of [their] life, of Itheir] consciousness, in such a way
that Itheir] divine identity is revealed and [rheir] personality identiry becomes
illumined within that revelation and ceases to be a disunified element operating
on its own. ''

THE CORE CONDITIONS

-

THE THREE IN ONE

I would like to retum to the core conditions which, for me, each reflect a difterent quality of
love, and to suggest that thcy resonate with the triune nature of spirit- To be real with someone
(congruent) is to express a loving ruill, a will to be true to ourselves and to thut person; to feel
unconditional positive regard towards someone is to express a loving heart, a love that acknowledges another person's own capacity for love at the core of thoir being; to strive for a rruly
empathic understanding of another person is an expression of a loving rrrifid. stemming from an
intimate knowing of the client's world.
God is said to be triune in expression: spirit al will, spiritual love and spirirLral mind: Father,
Son and Holy Ghost; Shiva, Vishnu, Brahnra. We havc here a fundamental triplicity ofcreation.

They form a triangle, a most ancielt and significant symbol. Spiritual rradition speaks of the
three in one, lhat lhe three can by synrhesised into a unity rhat includes the three yer which is
more; in effect it is greater than the sum of its parts. This unity is perhaps some greater quality
of Love operating out of a deeper dimension. Can we tind a parallel with the core conditions? [
would suggest that we can, ihat the three core conditions are, in some mysterious way, contained
in the one which Rogers calls qaalily ofpresence.
Such presence proceeds from a sense of unity between client and counsellor, from a condition

of love that transcends personal desire and reaction. Il is borne out of a wholeness: separation
ceases to operate; negative and lalse

conditions of worth cease to exist in the moment. A glimpse

of a fuller Reality is gained that stirs hidden memories. Neirher client nor rherapist can ever be
quite the same again. A moment ol [erl rnovcntent takes pl.rce.
Rogers wrote of how when he was closest to his inner, intuitive self, to the unknown in himself,
and perhaps "in a slightly altered srale of consciousness," then whatever he did seemed '\o be

tull of healing."
Then, simply my presence is releasing and helpful b the other. There is nothing
I can do to force this experience, but when I can relax and be close ro the
transcendental core of me, then I may behave in strange and impulsive ways
in the relationship, ways which I cannot justify ralionally, which have nothing
to do with my thoughr processes. But these strange behaviours turn out lo be
right, in some odd way: it seems that my inner spilit has reached out and
touched the inner spirit of the other. Our relationship transcends itself and
becomes a part of something larger. Prolbund growth and healing and energy
are Present.--

This does not mean that a poor self-concept disappears fbr good, but its disappearance in the
moment offers an opportunily to experierce a deeper, less self'-centred, transpersonal way of
being. How might we describe such experiences'l They are beyond words: orly silence seems lo
be appropriate. Such momenrs are rooted in a quality of Knowing, Loving and Being that is more
God-like than human. It is important to emphasise rhat such experiences, it'lhey are to have
relevance to humaD evolution, musr work out throlrgh the person. This has been highlighted by
one of the forerunners in the use of the terrn, "trarspersonal" - Dane Rtrdhyar:
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I have spoken ofthe "transpersonal way"; but in using the term, transpersonal,
I am refening to an activity that is tbcused through the person, not merely to
a reaching

''

out beyond or above the personality.

IN CONCLUSION
We ar€ struggling within a world of conditioned experience and identity to discover who or
what we truly are, to break free of the self-concepts, the negative and false conditioning that bind
us to a world of separateness. It is a world thar, according to Rogers, is pervaded by a formative
tendency and our goal is to allow ourselves to participate fully and consciously in the formative
process. Can we trigger the actualising tendency ofRogers? Can we find ways to co-operate with

the all-encompassing evolutionary impulse, the formative tendency

-

the urge to grow in

consciousness? Can we tread a path through lif'e that will lead us from darkness to light: tiom
the unreal world of negalive and false conditioning to the Real world that in some way proceeds
out of our spiritual core; from the death of conditioned existence to the immortality of Soul-centred personhood?

A new evolutionary level of human consciousness is everr now seeking to tiDd
in men, [women] and groups everywhere tbcal points for manif'estation; and
at that level their keynote is love - agape, the love of the conrpanions thr ough
whom [Humanity] may find agenrs fbr synthesis arrd ibr the hrrrnronisation of
[humankind's] myriads of potentialities thlough co-operalive:rctiol . . . ,rox'
is the time for mutation. It is a basic mutalion,just as tundameDtal as that which
led tribal man to tbrm civilisations. where minds aDd individuals lealned to
think, to question, to gain personal independence,,to assert their ego-will and

yearn for personrl power lnd Iustful cxcitemerrl.':

We are left to ponder what it is that we essentially are. In our present time, more and more
people seem to be searching lbr greater meaning in their Iives, having found their life-experience
barren or simply too paint'ul to bear. Why do so many people today turn to therapy, join
self-awareness groups, meditate or generally involve themselves in the humarr potential movement? There is a growing belief in a reality that in some way transceuds and, by ils very nature,
gives meaning to our experience of life in this world. What is goinS on? What is it they seek?
And what happens when they find i and know lr, and realise thilt lt is simply ard truly themselves,
rooted in a common core of divinity that had been lost sight ot? What happens wheD the divine
is actualised in people? Could it be that they will experience tiesh motivation to bring qualities
of love and compassion into the world'l Might they become more responsive and lesponsible
individuals towards human and world need'l I would suggest that somewhere in this experience
comes a realisation of what it is to be tlrly /r'alr.Vr?llr on-cent red.
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